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habits o? studious pupil
 habits of Xcs-£Ti**i;^7S ?u?:l
 
 
When the period ends he finishes the
page, problem, or paragraph on
which he is working.
Reads each page at an efficient rate
for the type of material*
Attacks his problem eagerly.
Is generally industrious during study
periods.
Enjoys doing new things.
Hands work in on time.
Is critical of what he reads.
Discusses points of interest in lessons
with fellow students.
Voluntarily corrects mistakes on his
paper or in the recitation of others.
Checks his work when checking is
possible.
Does special computations, looks up
words, etc., needed in the class dis-
cussion.
Listens to ail the questions and finds
«   an answer for them.
After reciting, lets his attention turn
to something else.
Cares a great deal for success in
school.
Is not willing to have questions pass
by unanswered, or problems un-
solved.
 IVhen the period ends he stops in the
middle of tvhat he is doing.
Pauses on one page an unusually
long time. This suggests tha: al-
though his eyes are on the page hi*
thoughts are elsewhere.
Attacks his problem listlessly.
Is not usually industrious in study
periods. Obviously spends much
time in daydreaming and daw-
dling.
Shrinks from new material.
Is frequently slow in handing in his
work.
Accepts without criticism whatever
he reads.
Does not talk about lessons outside
of class.
Usually lets mistakes go uncorrected.
Does not bother to check his work.
Usually lets "the other fellow" do
the extra work.
Sits apathetically until called to life
by being asked a question..  Then
tries to find an answer.
After reciting holds his attention to
the lesson for some time.
Does not seem to care for marked
success in school.
Does  not  "suffer  from  unanswered
questions."
If the teacher or parent observes that a child shows a
preponderance of non-studious habits, and if this pupil's
work is below the achievement which may reasonably be
expected of him in view of his intelligence, the teacher
should first try to discover the causes of his lack of success.

